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PART I
GENERAL BACKGROUND
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1.1 Introduction
New Twitter is a social networking project that works as a two way communication channel between
people and their friends or followers. The project is as can be observed from its name, inspired from
Twitter the massive social media project. 

1.2 Development Environment
Project development consists of two main stages;

1) Development of the server and database
2) Development of the web page

For the  server operations  Python language is  used to create  the connection between the requests
coming from users with the database. Python’s Flask extension is used to create the main connection
that is required to keep the connection stable.

For the database, PostgreSQL is used. Because it is suitable to use with relations between tables and
also not so complex for the needs of this project’s size.

For the web page development basic HTML5 is used. The web page is supported with JavaScript and
CSS codes that are also attached to it to provide a better user friendly outlooking.

Project working progress is not depending on the operating system of the user or the browser that the
user is using as long as it allows JavaScript usage. Basic tests are done using Windows 10, Windows
8.1, Windows 7, Linux 32/64 Bit variations to test the operating system factor. Browser tests are done
using Chrome 9.3.13, Firefox 5.6.0, Opera 12.3 to test JavaScript working progress.

Project  is  debugged and deployed through IBM’s Bluemix service.  Bluemix server  automatically
checks the commits on GitHub and refresh its contents to renew the page.

GitHub is used to provide a strong project team communication and of course also the version control.

1.3 Required Tools
Python 3.5.2   : https://www.python.org/
Flask   :  http://flask.pocoo.org/
Psycopg2   :   http://initd.org/psycopg/
PostgreSQL   :   http://www.postgresql.org/
Eclipse   :   http://www.eclipse.org/

IBM Bluemix   :   https://console.ng.bluemix.net/

https://console.ng.bluemix.net/
http://www.eclipse.org/
http://www.postgresql.org/download/
http://initd.org/psycopg/
http://flask.pocoo.org/
https://www.python.org/downloads/
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GitHub   :   https://github.com/itucsdb1625/itucsdb1625

1.4 Workload Share

Berkay KÖKSAL

● Management of Bluemix
○ Deploy & Run
○ Elephant SQL Connection and Management
○ Instances and logging of the app

● Login page for the web page
○ Current user session check
○ Session starts and endings

● Signup page for the web page
○ CSS and JavaScript controls

● Admin Panel page for the web page
○ JavaScript and every other related function
○ HTML Template file for listing

● Admin Panel Operations
● USERS Table Operations
● Following Table Operations
● Messages Table HTML page Template Support
● Landing Page HTML file

● Introduction of the Final Report
● All User Manual of the Final Report
● USERS Related parts of the Final Report
● Following Related parts of the Final Report

Efe HELVACI

● Tweets page
○ Override CSS

● Tweet update / delete pages
● Template profile page

○ CSS and JavaScript directions
● TWEETS table and CRUD operations
● FOLLOWERS table and CRUD operations
● Current user session implementation
● Python Implementation of the Final Report
● HTML Implementation of the Final Report
● Tweet table database implementation of the Final Report
● ER diagram of the Final Report

https://github.com/itucsdb1625/itucsdb1625
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M. Mustafa Aydın

● Messages page
● New message and update message pages
● MESSAGES table and CRUD operations
● Separation of server.py
● Beautifying general layout and navigation bar with CSS
● New look of login / signup page with CSS
● HTML Implementation of Final Report
● Python Implementation of Final Report

Emre Kuru

● Profile page
● NOTIFICATIONS table operations
● Retweet and like operations from tweets page
● HTML Implementation of the Final Report
● Notifications table database implementation of the Final Report
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PART II
USER MANUAL
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2.1 Login Page

At first, when users enter the web page, the login page will welcome them. The web page is current 
running through the URL address of  http://itucsdb1625.mybluemix.net which will be changed to its 
own domain once built completed.

In the scenario of a user already having an account this page allows them to fill the form and sign in to
their profile. Any attempt of unsuccessful login will result in an error and the user to be redirected 
back and retry.

In case of the ADMIN trying to log in the page will redirect the admin to admin panel which is used to
control user data.

If the user does not have an account already they can simple click sign up which will open up the 
registration form for them as will be explained below.

http://itucsdb1625.mybluemix.net/
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2.2 Signup Page

The signup form is built with the fields that are equivalent to 
the database’s users table.

A user is very likely to make mistakes filling forms. 
Therefore, a control JavaScript function is written to keep 
database safe from wrong inputs.

There is a welcome message field on this page to welcome 
the new user and also to show possible errors from the 
signup form afterwards.

Rules for filling the table:

1. Email should contain ‘@’
2. Name and Last name can't have numbers inside
3. Name and Last name should be longer than 3 characters
4. Phone number should be numeric
5. Passwords should match
6. Password should be longer than 5 characters

JavaScript form validation function:

1. When user clicks sign up check the input
2. If input is valid register user and POST form
3. Else disable the signup button so form cannot create post request
4. Show the error message to the user
5. Then redirect to signup page again
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The form is being checked by the JavaScript function and necessary error messages are given to the 
user. In case of an error JavaScript disables the sign-up button, which disables the POST request and 
keeps database away from misfiled form entries.

❏ *invalidemail* is not a valid email address :(
❏ *invalidname* *invalidlastname* is not a valid name/lastname :(
❏ Passwords do not match. Please type the same password :(
❏ Password is so short. Should be more than 5 characters :(

There are also validations that the database is responsible with. For instance, even though a user fills 
the sign-up form correctly for every input, the same e-mail cannot be registered more than once. 
However, JavaScript is not capable of knowing which e-mails were registered before. Therefore, it 
does not prevent it from making the POST request. Finally, it is the server side Python code that 
realizes the problem and sends the error message back to user.
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2.3 Admin Panel Page

The admin panel is built for only the users with admin privileges to be able to control the database 
related with users for all means. Admin users possess capabilities that other users do not on entire 
pages across the project.

Admin panel helps the admin to delete or update any information of any specific user.

On start the server adds an admin to the table as admin:admin login info as username and password. 
The admin has the ID of 999999 which is unique. So that, on the login screen if logged in session is 
ID=999999 it will render the admin panel only for this admin user.

As can be seen from the figure above only the admin can browse to the admin panel. Normal users 
will be redirected to their relevant profile pages instead.
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The admin can update any data of every user except the ID. Since the ID for every user is unique and 
given automatically by the database itself any sort of miss editing might cause a very large database 
error. Therefore, even the admin cannot change a user’s ID once it is added.

A JavaScript function is written to admin panel to disable editing for user’s ID.
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Admin can delete any user completely from the database with one click. Any delete operation on a 
user will also delete that user’s sent or received messages as well as his tweets and notifications from 
the database which will be well explained during the technical manual.

Known issues:

● There should be a confirmation alert dialog for the admin to click once he clicks delete.
● The admin shouldn’t be able to delete himself. The first Delete button should be disabled 

through JavaScript on this web page.
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2.4 Landing Page

Landing page is the first page user see when they log in successfully from the home page. 
Note that there is no landing page for ADMIN login. Admin will be redirected to the admin panel 
instead of this page.

Landing page is built to be the bridge between the login page and the rest of the project. In the middle 
of the screen the user can see and confirm that he/she logged into their accounts. Which will start their
session that lasts until logging out.

Landing page is prepared to be user friendly. All navigations through web page is one click away on 
the navigation bar.

*Home ~ Redirects to the tweets page

Logging Out:

“Log Out” button that is placed on the right top of navigation bar will end the current user’s session 
and disconnect the user from the page. After pressing this button the user will be redirected back to 
the login screen.
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2.5 Tweets Page

Tweets page is the page that users share their posts with other users who are following them and also 
read the posts of users that they follow. Tweets page interacts with more than one database tables. 
Therefore, control functions are coded to keep database away from wrong operations.

Firstly, every user can only delete or update their own tweet. Unless the user is the admin himself. The
admin has the capability of updating or deleting every tweet.

Radio Buttons near every tweet
helps user to choose which tweet
he/she wants to delete or update.
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After selecting a tweet, user can perform two operations:

- Update

- Delete

Updating a tweet:

1) Select  the  tweet  by  clicking  the  radio
button near it.

2) Click ‘Update Selected Tweet’ button.
3) On  the  upcoming  page  change  your

tweet with the desired text.
4) After  changing,  click  ‘Update  Tweet!’

button below.
5) Tweet has been changed and now can be

seen  on  tweets  page  with  its  new
content.

Deleting a tweet:

1) Select  the  tweet  by  clicking  the
radio button near it.

2) Click  ‘Delete  Selected  Tweet’
button.

3) Tweet has been deleted and tweets
page is updated.
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Users can also Like or Retweet a tweet which will create a notification to the user who sent the 
relevant tweet.

2.6 Messages Page

Messages page is the page users contact with each other using private messages rather than sending 
tweets that everyone else can see. Private messages can only be seen by users that either sent the 
message or received it. Admin can see every message  on the web page and also is capable of editing 
or deleting any message saved on the database.

“No message yet” does not mean the messages table is empty on the database. It means there is no 
new messages for the user that wants to see this page. To send a new message, users just click on a 
button named “Send a new message”

After clicking send a message user has to choose a receiver for their message. Then the message will 
be ready to be sent. Once the message is sent user will be redirected to messages page where he/she 
and the receiver will both be able to see this message.
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Users can also edit or delete their previous messages if they would like to.

Updating and Deleting a message: 

Deleting a message is done by just pressing the  in the menu of messages.

However, to edit the message a new message after pressing   an updating HTML page is shown 
for the user and a new form is asked to be filled.
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2.7 Profile Page

Profile page is user’s own page. It contains a profile photo, user’s first name and surname, 
links to following and followers page, list of notifications. Notifications are listed by their status and 
time order. Every new notification inserted to top of the list and every updated notification as seen 
goes to the bottom. 
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Notification list have sender name and surname, notification type as retweet or like, 
notification date and time, its status as seen or unseen. Every notification is inserted as unseen. User 
can update their status to seen by clicking seen button. After change to seen, it will go to the bottom of
the list. Also, user can delete a notification by clicking delete button. Delete operation is irreversible.

User also reach followers and following pages from profile page.
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PART III
TECHNICAL MANUAL
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3.1 Python Implementation
Every group member created their own .py file to manage their operations. There is a 

server.py file to implement common functions and to use them all over the project. 

Libraries

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a data interchange format inspired by JavaScript object 
literal syntax. We used this library to be able to use JSON.

This library provides a portable way of using operating system dependent functionality.

This library provides regular expression (REGEX) matching operations

Psycopg is a PostgreSQL adapter for the Python programming language.

Flask is a lightweight Python web framework that helps us to route pages.

Random library is used to create random integers.

Date time library is used to use date functionalities. Also, to get current date time.
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Common functions

This is a function that came up with the fork. It parses ElephantSQL credentials and returns 
credentials with the right URI once they are filled in the code.

The create_app() function globals the variable app, where app is a Flask() instance, then 
register group members operation pages to this global instance and returns the final app.
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The part above checks if VCAP_SERVICES are available to use. Meaning that if project is running 
online or local server. In case of online running app uses projects database URL from port number 
5432.

Elephant SQL has its own credentials which are used to keep unknown connections away.

Separation of server.py

We separated functions in server.py to other files to work more comfortable. To do that we moved our 
functions to separate files like messages.py. Then we call function named Blueprint like messages 

= Blueprint('messages', __name__). This function’s first argument is used to be 

recognized by Flask and will be used in main server.py file. After doing this we changed routes to 
message@route() instead of app@route(). Finally we imported app from __main__ to use database 
functions.

In server.py, we imported these separate functions then registered these by using function named 
register_blueprint() of Flask.
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3.2 HTML Implementation

3.2.1 Tweets Page

In the head of the html in the tweet page our stylesheet ‘style.css’ is linked. Then 
submit Button and tweet Input classes are overridden. 

Submit button turned into green, without a border, with a white text, a 
little bit paddings, text is centered, no decorations, block display and the 16 font size. Tweet 
input’s height and width is set. This is how it looks at the end.
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Tweet’s page consists of a form with the POST method.

On top of the form there is a text area and a submit button. This is where tweets are posted. 
Visual is put on the above page.

Then the table is added to list all the tweets posted. Tweets come from the flask and we 
inserted the tweets into table dynamically. Every tweet is inserted in a row and there is a radio
button near each of them. The radio buttons are used apply update or delete operations on a 
specific tweet.
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3.2.1.1 Update Tweet Page

This is the page for updating tweets.

HTML consist of a form which brings the selected tweet with the ID and the tweet 
content. ID is read only so it’s can’t be modified but it can be seen. Content area is auto 
focused. Submit button is placed under them.
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3.2.2 Followers Page

This page is for listing followers and to apply some CRUD operations. Followers array comes
from the Flask. 

Followers are arranged under list items and under them there are two buttons: insert and 
delete.

Class name = follow is attended to the list items to edit its style in the CSS file.
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3.2.3 Landing Page

There is a default profile picture for all users, this picture is placed on top of this page. Then 
user data is fetched with Flask and inserted dynamically into this page. User’s email, name and 
surname are placed into labels. Below them there is a button that redirects user to the home page a.k.a.
tweets page.

3.2.4 Login Page & Sign Up page

Login page is consists of two text areas. One of them is for email and the other one is 
for password.

There is a button for signing up at the below.

W3 CSS is used for styling.

When sign up button is clicked, it will fire a JavaScript function which converts the page into 
the signup form. Actually it’s a single page for both login and signing up. JavaScript handles the 
changes. No routing is needed.

In the signup page there are 7 inputs: Name, surname, email, phone number, password, 
password (again), gender. These fields are being validated by JavaScript functions. If user doesn’t 
obey these specific rules, a little pop-up above the related area will show up.
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3.2.5 Profile Page

Profile page lists notifications.
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notification[0] and notification[1] are name and surname; notification[2] is the type which is 
like or retweet; notification[3] is time and date and notification[4] is the status.

 After every element there are two buttons which are used for update and delete. Notifications 
are selected with notifications[5] which is notifications id. It returns as idtoupdate or idtodelete.    

3.2.6 Messages Page

In messages feature, there are 3 different HTML pages. Main messages pages shows 
messages sent and received by user in a table. If there is no messages, instead showing an empty table 
it says “There is no message yet”.

In table there are 2 icons to update and delete operations. These icons are Bootstrap icons and 
we included a link to Bootstrap to use them.

Also W3.CSS framework’s classes have been used to improve look of pages. Codes of main 
message page:
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In 

new message page there is a dropdown menu for choosing receiver, a text field for message and a 
button for submitting. HTML code of this page: 

When user wants to update a message, a text field is shown with older text in it. User can update 
his/her message by pressing submit button.
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3.3 Database Implementation
In this part of the report the detailed information about the database tables and implementation of 
table related queries will be explained for each table individually.

In general, the ER diagram is shown above. Details of relations will be given to explain the diagram 
better.
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3.3.1 Users Table

USERS table plays a very important role in the project since it is the table that other tables uses as 
references and is almost used by every HTML in the page.

3.3.1.1 Users Table Details

FIELD NAME FIELD TYPE PROPERTY

ID SERIAL PRIMARY KEY

EMAIL VARCHAR(80) UNIQUE

NAME VARCHAR(80)

LASTNAME VARCHAR(80)

PHONENUMBER VARCHAR(20)

GENDER VARCHAR(10)

Users table has 6 attributes which are given above.

ID:
Every user has a unique ID number assigned to it which is AUTOINCREMENTED by the database to
not have a conflict between users. User ID is used for many things during the project, from keeping 
the current user session to sending messages, tweeting, following or being followed every operation is
using user ID to describe which user is being related for that specific operation.

EMAIL:
User Email is mainly used on logging in to the web page. Therefore, it is a UNIQUE attribute. The 
database control is done here to keep it unique, in case of the same email address being tried to 
register for a second time.

NAME and LASTNAME:
Name and Last name are mainly used to express users better than using their ID’s when showing to 
other USERS, on messages or tweets pages as well as the following pages.

PHONENUMBER:
Phone number is a digital number theoretically. However, it is kept as string due to the fact that it not 
being used for mathematical operations.
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GENDER:
Gender is kept as an attribute which comes from the Radio Button value the user fills while signing up
for the web page.

There is no reference or foreign key assigned to user table because it is the main table of the database. 
A user should not be deleted if a message or a tweet of his is deleted.

An overview of USERS table is given above. These 4 entries are generated automatically each time
the  INITDB function is  called.  The ID number  999999 is  assigned to  the  ADMIN who has  the
privileges for its session.

CREATION of USER Table:

CREATE TABLE USERS 

(

       ID SERIAL PRIMARY KEY,

       EMAIL VARCHAR(80) UNIQUE,

       NAME VARCHAR(80),

       LASTNAME VARCHAR(80),

       PHONENUMBER VARCHAR(20),

       PASSWORD VARCHAR(80),

       GENDER VARCHAR(10)

         )

DELETION of USER Table:

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS USERS CASCADE
*Cascade is needed because other tables reference USERS table

Every operation that is related to users are kept in a separate file named USEROPS.PY

from server import current_user
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The import line above is very important since the login page is a user operation which should be able 
to update the variable current_user which is a global variable created in server.py that keeps the 
current user session.

3.3.1.2 Users Table HTML Relations

User table is reached from many HTML pages. Most of them are only to view and seek from it. But 
there are a few that directly affect its data.

1) Sign Up Page

2) Admin User Panel

3) Login Page
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1) INSERTION ~ Signup Page

Sign up page consists of a form that is to be filled which will then add these field data into 
user table. Basically, signup Page is the INSERT operation of users table.

A user is very likely to make mistakes filling forms. Therefore, a control JavaScript function 
is written to keep database safe from wrong inputs.

There is a welcome message field on this page to welcome the new user and also to show 
possible errors from the signup form afterwards.

Sign Up Page Python Operations:

Sign Up page POST request comes from the form that is filled on sign up page. Which is validated by 
the JavaScript function that was inserted into that HTML file. Therefore, without any further 
validation for python is needed the value is added to the database table directly and user is sent to the 
login page to log in with his/her new account.

2) UPDATE / DELETION ~ Admin User Panel Page
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INITDB adds our admin to the table as admin:admin login info. The admin has the ID of 
999999 which is unique. So that, on the login screen if ID=999999 it will render the admin 
panel only for this admin user.

Admin panel allows the admin to delete users or update their information. Admin panel is the 
UPDATE / DELETION operation of users table.

Admin Panel Page Python Operations:

Admin Panel only has the GET method which only is called when admin logs in from the 
login page. The query is set to fetch every user’s data and render the template page_useradmin.html 
then fill all the table in it for every user to show it on the screen.

Once the admin panel is open. It also has its own form inside that is being used to either 
delete or update a user’s data.

Admin Panel Page Inside Python Operations:

DELETE
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When admin decides to delete a user the form sends the id of that user by the table content 
which then is deleted with a query and rest of users are fetched then renders the template once
more but of course without the deleted user.

UPDATE

When admin presses update a user, a new HTML file called page_updateuser.html is rendered
in front of him which is filled with that users data, as it was explained on HTML 
implementation part of that page. After this point when admin edits necessary parts, clicking 
update will trigger UPDATE USER query which will update that user’s data in the database. 
When updating is complete ADMIN will be redirected back to the admin panel to see the 
changes he made.

3) SELECTION ~ Login Page

Admin login will automatically render the User Panel to manage the database. Every other 
user will go to their own Profile HTMLs.

Logging in sets the current_user variable which is global. Current_User helps rendering pages
for that user.
When Logged out Current User is set to -1 which does not render anything at all and redirects
user to the homepage to log in again.

A very simple AJAX PHP Email sender could be used to send forgotten passwords of the user
to his/her email address. However we were
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unable to execute such script from ITU SSH servers.

Login Page Python Operations:

Login page runs through route “/” which is the main page of the app. Where all the app starts 
from. Once user fills the form and sends the POST request successfully, page_login () 
function is called which searches the database for the user information. If such user is found 
the current_user variable is set and the app redirects to that user's landing page. If this user is 
ADMIN it redirects him to the admin panel instead.

The query above checks the user from the database and if a user is found it assigns its ID to 
the current_user variable.

Once the current user is set to the users id if successfully found or not this line of code is run 
to redirect this user to the relevant page.

● If this user is admin who had the id of 999999 then it is redirected to page_adminuser.
● If row counter is not zero means that one user is found then it is redirected to the profile page 

of that user
● Any for of error will redirect to the login page again.
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GET method for login page does not make any operations and just redirects to the login page 
while setting the current_user to -1 which is also used for LOGOUT to end current session.
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3.3.2 Tweets Table

Tweets are one of the most important table of our project. Every user can see each others 
tweets and also can tweet himself/herself. Other operations such as liking, retweeting will work in 
harmony with tweets table.

3.3.2.1 Tweet Table Details

FIELD NAME FIELD TYPE PROPERTY

ID SERIAL, NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY

CONTENT VARCHAR(140)

USER_ID SERIAL FOREIGN KEY REFERENCES 
USERS(ID)
            ON DELETE CASCADE
            ON UPDATE CASCADE

TWEET_DATE DATE NOT NULL, DEFAULT current_date

Tweet table consists of 4 elements as can be seen.

ID:
This is a specific and unique ID for each tweet. It’s primary key of the tweets table. It’s type is

SERIAL, so it will be auto incremented one by one starting on 1. 

CONTENT:
This is the content of the tweet. In other words it’s tweet part we can see in the webpage. It’s 

type is VARCHAR with 140 character limit, just like twitter, we limited the tweet length. 

USER_ID:
User_ID holds the ID of the owner of the tweet. This is a foreign key and references from 

users table. When printing on the screen this property will be used to JOIN with the users table and 
instead of printing ID, we can print the info of the user such as user’s name and surname. On delete 
and update operations on users, this property will be affected cascadely. So this means, if a user is 
deleted, its tweets will also get deleted.

TWEET_DATE:
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This is for the date of the tweet. It’s type is DATE and if no value is attended to it, it would be
default as current date. It can't be null.

This is a sample snapshot of our tweet table database in bluemix.

When initialized our database with /initdb, as default there is only one tweet: “Hello twitter!” tweet.

User_ID is 999997 because in USERS table it’s one of the initialized ID of the users, Efe Helvacı.

Dropping tweet table

Creating tweet table

CRUD operations of Tweets Table
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All operations related to tweets are covered in tweets.py file, seperated from server.py file 
(except initializing database). Requests are made in tweets html page and taken care in this tweets.py

Adding a tweet:

When a tweet is posted at tweets page, it is handled like this. First it checks if a user is logged 
in, if not it's not allowed to tweet and prints an error log.

Tweet table’s ID property is SERIAL so we don't have to specify an ID when inserting 
something. It’s automatically handled. Also DATE property default set to current date, so we don't 
need to specify it either. To summarize, we only send CONTENT and USER_ID to tweet table.

Deleting a tweet:

When a tweet is getting deleted, first we will the option value from the html form. Remember 
we used radio buttons in tweets page. We pull the user from the USER_ID property of the tweet and 
compare it to the logged in user’s ID. If they match (or logged in user is admin), tweet gets deleted. 

Updating a tweet:
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Updating checks the same values as deletion process. First we get the option value and get the user 
from that value. If logged in user is same as tweet owner, then it means user is allowed for that 
operation. Update tweet html is rendered with the data of the selected tweet. Update tweet page also 
has a form and it's handled another part of this function, shown as below:

We get the values of ID and Content of that tweet from the form in the update tweet page we just 
rendered. Then update the tweet with its new values.

Listing tweets (Selecting):

Every time user applies an operation page is reloaded with the latest tweets. It is done like this:

We added this function at the end of this method. We get all tweets from database and when rendering
the page, we send these tweets as data, thanks to flask.
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3.3.3 Notifications Table

3.3.3.1 Notifications Table Details

Notifications table have 7 attributes.

ID Serial Primary Key

Receivedid Serial

Fromid Serial Foreign Key
USERS(ID)
            ON DELETE CASCADE
            ON UPDATE CASCADE

Tweetid Serial

Type Varchar(40)

Time Text

Status Varchar(80)

ID is primary key. It is generated randomly. Receivedid and fromid are userid from user table.
Type is the type of notification. It can be retweet or like. Time is for date and time of notification. 
Status can be unseen or seen. It is inserted as unseen. User can update it to seen. 

Creation of Notifications Table

In initialize_database function, notifications table is created.
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FROMID is foreign key which is references users table.

Insert

In initialize_database function, three default rows are inserted.

3.3.3.2 Notifications Table HTML Relations

Insert

Notifications are inserted when a user like or retweet a tweet. ID is generated randomly, fromid is the 
userid of current user. Receiverid is the userid of tweet owner. Tweetid is the liked or retweeted 
tweet’s id. Time is taken with datetime.now() function. Microsecond part of time is made 0. For insert
like notification and retweet notification, there are two separate functions.

Server.current_user is the id of logged user and idtoinsert is the id of the tweet owner.
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Select

Notifications are listed in profile page.

 Because of fromid is foreign key, user’s name and surname can be selected.

Delete

Any of notification can be deleted from table. Notification is selected with its id.After delete 
operation, notifications are selected again.
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Update

Update operation changes status from unseen to seen. Notification to update is selected with 
its id. After update operation, notifications are selected and listed in profile page. 
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3.3.4 Following Table

Following table is the table that keeps track of who is following a user. And also keeps the 
information of if they follow each other or not.

3.3.4.1 Following Table Details

FIELD NAME FIELD TYPE PROPERTY

id Serial FOREIGN KEY(ID) 
REFERENCES 
USERS(ID)

friendid Serial FOREIGN KEY(ID) 
REFERENCES 
USERS(ID)

followback boolean

ON DELETE CASCADE
ON UPDATE CASCADE

CREATION OF FOLLOWING TABLE

CREATE TABLE

FOLLOWING (

       ID SERIAL,

       FRIENDID SERIAL,

       FOLLOWBACK BOOLEAN,

       FOREIGN KEY(ID) REFERENCES 

USERS(ID)
           ON DELETE CASCADE

       FOREIGN KEY(FRIENDID) 

REFERENCES USERS(ID)
           ON DELETE CASCADE

           ON UPDATE CASCADE

)
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DELETION OF FOLLOWING TABLE

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS FOLLOWING CASCADE

The id and friend ID are both foreign keys to the user id table. Because when a user is deleted from 
the database, keeping their followers or followings are also useless and they should be deleted as well.

Also keeping a deleted user in someone else's following list might create issues such as the user trying
to see tweets from a non-existing user.

NOTE: This table was owned by Kürşat Yaşar who left the team a month ago before the semester 
end. Berkay KÖKSAL took over his table but did not have enough time to build necessary HTML 
files for this table. Therefore this part will only be reported using SQL Browser section.

Following table when id 999997 and 999996 both exist:

Following table when id 999997 is deleted from the database:

The following table also deletes the entry of itself due to the reference and cascade delete operation.
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3.3.5 Follower Table

Follower table is the table that keeps track of who is following the user. 

FIELD NAME FIELD TYPE PROPERTY

ID SERIAL PRIMARY KEY

FRIENDID SERIAL FOREIGN KEY(USERS ID)

FRIENDID is a foreign key that references from user table.

DROP TABLE:

When initializing database, table is dropped first to prevent complications.

CREATE TABLE:

Table is created with the variables shown above.
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INSERTION:

/followers/insert route is taking care of follower insertions. Then fetching all the users and returns 
while rendering the page.

DELETION:
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Deletion works similar like insertion. /followers/delete route handles the operation. Users are fetched 
and returned to page while rendering.

LISTING:

User with the ID 631212 selected defaultly and selected all of his followers. Then seleceted followers 
returned to the html page dynamically when rendering.

3.3.6 Messages Table

3.3.6.1 Messages Table Details

FIELD NAME FIELD TYPE PROPERTY

ID SERIAL PRIMARY KEY

FROMUSER SERIAL FOREIGN KEY(USERS ID)

TOUSER SERIAL FOREIGN KEY(USERS ID)

MESSAGE VARCHAR

TIMESTAMP INT

This table has 5 fields which can be seen above.

ID: This field is a SERIAL which is incremented automatically whenever an insertion made. Because 
this is unique and primary key, this field is used while finding messages from table.
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FROMUSER: This field shows the ID of sender of message. This ID referenced to ID of USERS table
and has CASCADE on it. If a user is deleted, every message has this ID will be deleted also.

TOUSER: Similar to FROMUSER field, this also referenced to ID from USERS table. This table also 
same properties as FROMUSER field.

MESSAGE: This field holds message data. Type of this field is VARCHAR which holds character 
arrays of different sizes.

TIMESTAMP: This field has INT type and holds time value that passed milliseconds after 1.1.1970. 
But this feature is not implemented yet.

General look of the table is below:

Creation of Table: 

This creation query is located in initdb function in server.py file. FROMUSER and TOUSER fields 
referenced to ID of USERS table. Also these fields has CASCADE attribute for updating and deleting 
operations of related entities in USERS table. Therefore if referenced ID is deleted from USERS table
then any message having those IDs will be deleted from MESSAGES table too.

Deletion of Table:
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This query just drops table if a table with same name exists. CASCADE attribute is meaningless for 
this project, because no field of this table are referenced to other tables.

3.3.6.2 Messages Table HTML Relations

Every function related to HTML pages located in messages.py file. These functions get data from 
HTML pages via GET and POST methods, and render pages after processing inputs.

Messages page function:
This function does not expect any user input from HTML files. According to user logged in, i.e. 
current_user value, it runs queries about selecting rows. If logged in user is admin which has 999999 
current_user value, then it selects every row from MESSAGES table. But according to ID values, it 
fetches names and last names from USERS table for better render of messages table. If logged user is 
not admin, then it only selects messages user sent and received. After selecting, it renders 
message.html page with sending it queried table.

New message function:

In this function, we use both GET and POST requests. If request is made with GET, this means no 
user data has been sent to function, so we render new_message.html template with argument of every 
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user in USERS table. This parameter is used while creating drop-down menu to select user that is 
receiver of message.

If request is POST, we collect information needed to send a new message. Then query about inserting 
a new row to table is run with these values coming from user inputs.

Update message function:
This function also uses both GET and POST requests. If method is GET, it only gets user input from 
address bar which is ID of message to be updated. Then it runs query for selecting the message with 
given ID and renders template according to fetched result.

If user press submit button after editing his/her message, then part with POST method runs. This 
query only updates related row with updated version of message.

Delete message function:
This function does not render any template. If user hits delete button from main messages page, 
function gets ID to be deleted and removes related row from table. Then it redirects to main messages 
function.
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